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Abstract

Let G be a finitep-solvable group for a fixed primep. We study how certain arithmetical conditions on
the set ofp-regular conjugacy class sizes ofG influence thep-structure ofG. In particular, the structure
of the p-complements ofG is described when this set is{1;m;n} for arbitrary coprime integersm;n > 1.
The structure ofG is determined when the noncentralp-regular class lengths are consecutive numbers
and when all of them are prime powers.

2000Mathematics subject classification: primary 20E45, 20D20.

1. Introduction

The influence of the conjugacy class sizes on the structure of a finite groupG has
been studied by many authors. For a primep, we consider the set ofp-regular classes
in G, that is, of conjugacy classes ofp′-elements inG. Several theorems have put
forward that certain properties on the sizes of these classes are also reflected on the
p-structure ofG (see for instance [7] or [8]). In this note we show how imposing
some arithmetical conditions on this set ofp-regular class sizes in ap-solvable
groupG yields restrictions on the structure ofG or of its p-complements. This shows
furthermore, how global information on conjugacy classes ofG can provide local
information on thep-complements ofG.

We use the methods and results developed by the authors in [1] for studying the
graph0p.G/. The vertices of this graph are the noncentralp-regular classes of the
p-solvable groupG and an edge connects two classes if their sizes are not coprime
numbers. It was proved in [1, Theorem 1] that0p.G/ has at most two connected
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components. When0p.G/ has exactly two components andp divides the size of some
p-regular class belonging to the component which does not contain the maximal size
classes, then it is shown in [1, Theorem 5] thatG has normalp-complement and this
complement is quasi-Frobenius with abelian kernel and complement. Following [3]
a groupG is said to be quasi-Frobenius whenG=Z.G/ is a Frobenius group and then
the inverse images of the kernel and a complement ofG=Z.G/ are called the kernel
and complement ofG. There exist examples, which will be provided, showing that
if the above divisibility hypothesis on the primep is eliminated, thenG need not be
p-nilpotent. However, it can be questioned whether in this case thep-complements
of G are still quasi-Frobenius. Our first main result provides an affirmative answer to
a particular case in whichp may divide the size of the maximalp′-classes inG.

From now on, any group will be a finite group and we will denote byGp′ the set of
p′-elements ofG and by Con.Gp′ / the set of conjugacy classes inGp′ .

THEOREM A. Suppose thatG is a p-solvable group. Letm and n be the two
maximal sizes inCon.Gp′/ with m > n > 1. Suppose that.m;n/ = 1 and thatp is
not a prime divisor ofn. ThenG is solvable and

(a) the p-regular conjugacy class lengths ofG are {1;n;m};
(b) a p-complement ofG is a quasi-Frobenius group with abelian kernel and com-

plement. Furthermore, its conjugacy class lengths are{1;n;mp′ }.

On the one hand, TheoremA extends the main result of [5], by taking a primep
not dividing |G|. On the other hand, it allows us to obtain the structure of the
p-complements ofG whenG has exactly two noncentralp-regular class sizes which
are coprime numbers. We want to mention that the structure ofG is completely
determined when itsp-regular conjugacy class sizes are exactly{1;m} for an arbitrary
positive integerm [2, Theorem A].

COROLLARY B. Let G be a p-solvable group and suppose that the set ofp-regular
conjugacy class sizes ofG is {1;n;m} with .m;n/ = 1. ThenG is solvable and the
p-complements ofG are quasi-Frobenius groups with abelian kernel and complement.
Moreover, the class sizes of anyp-complement are{1;np′ ;mp′ }.

As an application of CorollaryB, among other results, we determine the structure
of p-solvable groups whose noncentralp-regular class sizes are consecutive integers.

THEOREM C. Suppose thatG is a p-solvable group. If{n;n +1; : : : ;n + r } is the
set of lengths of noncentral classes inCon.Gp′/, then one of the following holds:

(a) r = 0, n = pa, for somea andG has abelianp-complements.
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(b) r = 0, n = paqb, for some primeq 6= p and integersa ≥ 0 andb ≥ 1, and
G = P Q × A, with P ∈ Sylp.G/, Q ∈ Sylq.G/ and A ≤ Z.G/. Moreover, ifa = 0
thenG = P × Q × A.
(c) r = 1 and anyp-complement ofG is a quasi-Frobenius group with abelian

kernel and complement. Also, ifp does not dividen thenG is p-nilpotent and if, in
addition, p does not dividen + 1, thenG = P × H , whereH is the p-complement
of G.

The next theorem determines the structure of groups having prime powers asp-
regular class lengths, so it extends Theorem 2 and Corollary 2.2 of [6]. However, our
proof is based on certain properties of the graph0p.G/, and thus it sufficiently differs
from the proof of the mentioned results for ordinary conjugacy classes.

THEOREM D. Suppose thatG is a p-solvable group. Every conjugacy class in
Con.Gp′/ has prime power size if and only if one of the following holds:

(a) G has abelianp-complements. This occurs if and only if the size of every
conjugacy class inCon.Gp′/ is a power ofp.
(b) G is nilpotent with abelian Sylowr -subgroups for all primesr distinct from p

and from some primeq 6= p. This occurs if and only if the size of every class in
Con.Gp′/ is a power ofq.
(c) G = P × H , whereP is a Sylowp-subgroup ofG and H is a p-complement

of G. Furthermore,H is quasi-Frobenius with abelian kernel and complement and
the conjugacy class sizes ofH are {1;qs; r t} for positive integerss; t and for some
distinct primesq; r , both distinct fromp. This occurs if and only if thep-regular class
sizes ofG are exactly{1;qs; r t}.

2. Preliminaries

In order to obtain our main theorems, we need some previous results as well as
to develop certain properties of thep-regular classes of maximal size. It is worth
mentioning that all these results hold for ordinary conjugacy classes (just take a prime
p not dividing the order ofG). The first lemma is basic when studyingp-regular class
lengths.

LEMMA 1. LetG be a p-solvable group and letB = bG, C = cG ∈ Con.Gp′/ such
that .|B|; |C|/ = 1. Then

(a) CG.b/CG.c/ = G;
(b) BC = C B is a conjugacy class inCon.Gp′/ and|BC| divides|B||C|.

PROOF. See [8, Lemma 1].
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LEMMA 2. Suppose thatG is a p-solvable group and letB0 be a noncentral class
in Con.Gp′/ of maximal length. Then the following properties hold:

(a) Let C ∈ Con.Gp′/ such that.|B0|; |C|/ = 1. Then|〈C−1C〉| divides|B0|.
(b) Let n and m = |B0| be the two maximal sizes inCon.Gp′/. Suppose that
.n;m/ = 1. Let D ∈ Con.Gp′/ with |D| > 1. If .|D|;n/ = 1, then|D| = m.

PROOF. (a) If C is a class in Con.Gp′ / such that.|B0|; |C|/ = 1, it follows from
Lemma1 (b) thatC B0 ∈ Con.Gp′ / and by maximality|C B0| = |B0|. By Lemma1(b)
again, we haveC−1C B0 = B0. Thus,〈C−1C〉B0 = B0 and consequently,B0 is a union
of some cosets of the normal subgroup〈C−1C〉. Then|〈C−1C〉| divides|B0|.

(b) ChooseA ∈ Con.Gp′/ such that|A| = n and let D ∈ Con.Gp′ / such that
|D| > 1 and.|D|;n/ = 1. ThenD A is a conjugacy class in Con.Gp′ / by Lemma1(b).
Since|D A| ≥ n, then|D A| = n or |D A| = m. Suppose first that|D A| = n. By
Lemma 1 (b) again, D−1D A is also a class in Con.Gp′/ and A ⊆ D−1D A, so
A = D−1D A. Thus, A = 〈D−1D〉A and 1 6= |〈D−1D〉| divides |A|. Moreover,
since〈D−1D〉 ⊆ 〈AA−1〉, we have that|〈D−1D〉| divides|〈AA−1〉|. By (a),|〈AA−1〉|
divides|B0|, yielding the contradiction|〈D−1D〉| divides|B0|.

Suppose now that|D A| = |B0|. By Lemma1 (b), we have that|B0| divides|A||D|,
which implies that|B0| = |D|.

Other properties related top-regular classes of maximal size were developed in
[1] (see Proposition 1 and Theorem 3). In the following theorem we summarize in
a somehow different form some of these properties. Ifm is a positive integer, then
³.m/ will denote the set of prime divisors ofm and we will also write³.X/ to denote
the set of primes dividing|X| for any subgroupX of G or anyX ∈ Con.Gp′ /.

THEOREM 3. Suppose thatG is a p-solvable group. LetB0 be a noncentral class
in Con.Gp′/ of maximal length and write

M = 〈D ∈ Con.Gp′/ | .|D|; |B0|/ = 1〉:

Then M = P × Mp′ , where Mp′ is abelian andP is a Sylowp-subgroup ofM .
Furthermore,Z.G/p′ ⊆ Mp′ and³.Mp′=Z.G/p′/ ⊆ ³.B0/. In particular, if M >

Z.G/p′ , then|B0| cannot be a power ofp.

PROOF. We defineN = 〈D−1D | D ∈ Con.Gp′ /; .|D|; |B0|/ = 1〉. From the
definition of M and N, it is clear thatN = [M;G]. Let c ∈ C, whereC is
a class in Con.Gp′/ with .|B0|; |C|/ = 1. By applying Lemma2 (a), we obtain
³.N/ ⊆ ³.B0/, whence.|N|; |C|/ = 1. Since|N : CN .c/| divides .|N|; |C|/, it
follows that N = CN.c/, so N ≤ Z.M/. SinceM=N is contained in the centre of
G=N we deduce thatM is nilpotent, hence we can writeM = P × Mp′ .
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Now, it is trivial that Z.G/p′ ⊆ M , and consequentlyZ.G/p′ ⊆ Mp′. Note that
Mp′ = Z.G/p′ if and only if M = Z.G/p′ , for in each caseM is generated by central
p′-elements. We can assume thatMp′ > Z.G/p′ , since otherwise the theorem is
trivially true. Letr ∈ ³.Mp′=Z.G/p′/ and chooseR ∈ Sylr .Mp′/. Notice thatREG
and that 1 6= [R;G] ≤ [M;G] = N. Therefore,r ∈ ³.N/ ⊆ ³.B0/ and thus
³.Mp′=Z.G/p′/ ⊆ ³.B0/ as required. In particular, ifM > Z.G/p′ then there exists
some primeq distinct from p dividing |B0|.

Finally, if D is a generating class ofM , we choosed ∈ D and if R is the above
Sylow subgroup, then|R : CR.d/| divides.|R|; |D|/ = 1, soR = CR.d/ and we get
R ≤ Z.M/. HenceMp′ is abelian.

The following result is a generalization forp-regular elements of a lemma of Ito.
It will be necessary for determining the structure of the centralizers ofp′-elements
whose conjugacy class has maximal size. Although it is stated and shown as [2,
Lemma 1], we are including its proof here for the seek of completeness.

LEMMA 4. Let G be a finite group,x ∈ Gp′ andCG.x/ < G. Assume the follow-
ing:

(1) If CG.a/ ≤ CG.x/ for a ∈ Gp′ , thenCG.a/ = CG.x/.
(2) If CG.x/ ≤ CG.b/ for b ∈ Gp′ , thenCG.x/ = CG.b/ or b ∈ Z.G/.

Then eitherCG.x/ = P×L, with P a Sylowp-subgroup ofCG.x/ andL ≤ Z.CG.x//
or CG.x/ = P Q × A, with P a p-Sylow ofCG.x/, Q a q-Sylow ofCG.x/, for some
primeq 6= p, and A ≤ Z.G/.

PROOF. Write x = x1x2 · · · xs, where the order of eachxi is a power of a prime
distinct from p and thexi commute pairwise. Asx 6∈ Z.G/, there exists ani such
thatxi 6∈ Z.G/. By applying Hypothesis (2) we haveCG.x/ = CG.xi /, whence there
is no loss if we assume thatx is aq-element for some primeq 6= p.

Suppose that there exists a prime divisorr of |CG.x/| such thatr 6= p;q (in
another case the lemma is proved) and takeR a Sylow r -subgroup ofCG.x/. If
y ∈ R, sincex and y have coprime orders, thenCG.yx/ = CG.x/ ∩ CG.y/. By
Hypothesis (1), it follows thatCG.x/ = CG.yx/ ⊆ CG.y/. Thus R ≤ Z.CG.x//,
so we can writeCG.x/ = P Q × A, for someP ∈ Sylp.CG.x//, Q ∈ Sylq.CG.x//
and A ≤ Z.CG.x//. If A ≤ Z.G/ we have finished. Suppose then that there
exists a noncentralu ∈ A. Sinceu is a {p;q}′-element which commutes withx, by
applying Hypotheses (1) and (2), we obtainCG.ux/ = CG.x/ = CG.u/. Now, take
z ∈ Q. ThenCG.uz/ = CG.u/ ∩ CG.z/ ⊆ CG.u/ = CG.x/. By Hypothesis (1),
we getCG.uz/ = CG.x/, soCG.x/ ⊆ CG.z/. Therefore,z ∈ Z.CG.x//. If we put
L = Q × A, thenCG.x/ = P × L, with L ≤ Z.CG.x// as required.

The following result will also be needed for distinct sets of primes.
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LEMMA 5. Let ³ be a set of primes and suppose thatG is a ³-separable group.
Then the conjugacy class length of any³-elementg ∈ G is a³ ′-number if and only
if G has abelian Hall³-subgroups.

PROOF. Suppose that any³-elementg ∈ G satisfies that|gG| is a³ ′-number, and
work by induction on|G| so as to prove that any Hall³-subgroup ofG is abelian.
Assume first thatO³ ′.G/ > 1 and writeG = G=O³ ′.G/. Notice that any³-element
of G can be written as̄g, with g a ³-element ofG, so it is easy to see that the
hypothesis is inherited inG. We conclude thatG has abelian Hall³-subgroups and
then so hasG.

Now assume thatO³ ′.G/ = 1, and thusO³ .G/ > 1. The hypothesis implies
that for any³-elementg ∈ G there exists a Hall³-subgroupH of G such that
g ∈ H ⊆ CG.g/. Thusg ∈ CG.H / ⊆ CG.O³.G// ⊆ O³ .G/. Consequently,G has
a normal Hall³-subgroup, which moreover is abelian. The converse direction in the
statement of the lemma is trivial.

3. TheoremA and Corollary B

PROOF OFTHEOREM A. We proceed with a series of steps.
Step 1.Let d ∈ Gp′ such that|dG| = m. If x ∈ Z.CG.d//p′ then eitherx ∈ Z.G/

or CG.x/ = CG.d/.
It is clear thatCG.d/ ⊆ CG.x/, so.|xG|;n/ = 1. If x =∈ Z.G/ then, by Lemma2(b),

we have|xG| = m andCG.x/ = CG.d/.
Step 2.Let d ∈ Gp′ such that|dG| = m. Then eitherCG.d/ = Pd Qd × L where

L ≤ Z.G/, Pd ∈ Sylp.CG.d// and Qd ∈ Sylq.CG.d// for some primeq 6= p or
CG.d/ = Pd × Ld with Pd ∈ Sylp.CG.d// andLd ≤ Z.CG.d//. In addition, if there
exists somed ∈ Gp′ such that|dG| = m andCG.d/ = Pd Qd × L, with L ≤ Z.G/,
thenCG.y/ = PyQy × L for any y ∈ Gp′ such that|yG| = m. In this casen is a
power ofq.

To prove the first assertion it is enough to verify the hypotheses of Lemma4 for d.
First suppose thatCG.x/ ≤ CG.d/ for somex ∈ Gp′ . ThenCG.x/ = CG.d/ by
the maximality ofm. Now, if CG.d/ ≤ CG.x/ for some noncentralx ∈ Gp′ , then
|xG| = m by applying Lemma2 (b). HenceCG.d/ = CG.x/ and the first part of the
step follows.

Assume now that there exists somed ∈ Gp′ such that|dG| = m andCG.d/ =
Pd Qd ×L with L ≤ Z.G/. Let y ∈ Gp′ such that|yG| = m. Since|CG.d/| = |CG.y/|
andL ≤ CG.y/, we can trivially writeCG.y/ = PyQy × L for somePy andQy Sylow
p− andq-subgroups ofCG.y/, respectively. Also, in this case|CG.d/ : Z.G/p′ | is a
{p;q}-number. Asn is a p′-number dividing|G : Z.G/p′ | = |G : CG.d/||CG.d/ :
Z.G/p′ |, we deduce thatn is aq-number.
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Step 3.There exists somed ∈ Gp′ of prime power order with|dG| = m. If d is
such an element whose order is anr -power for some primer 6= p, thenr does not
divide m.

In order to prove the existence of such an element, choosed to be anyp-regular
element such that|dG| = m. Observe that we can factord = dr dr ′ for some prime
r 6= p, wheredr anddr ′ are ther -part andr ′-part ofd respectively, and such thatdr is
noncentral. AsCG.d/ ⊆ CG.dr / we have.|dG

r |;n/ = 1. Applying Lemma2 (b), we
obtainCG.d/ = CG.dr / and then|dG

r | = m. Thus the first assertion is proved.
Now suppose thatd is anr -element with|dG| = m. By Step 2, we distinguish

two possibilities: eitherCG.d/ = Pd Rd × L, with L ≤ Z.G/, Pd ∈ Sylp.CG.d// and
Rd ∈ Sylr .CG.d// (note that the fact thatd is a noncentral element implies that the
prime fixed in Step 2 is necessarilyr ) or CG.d/ = Pd × Ld, with Ld ≤ Z.CG.d//. In
the first case, we know by Step 2 thatn is anr -power, sor cannot dividem and we
have finished the proof.

Suppose now thatCG.d/ is of the second type and leta be ap-regular element such
that|aG| = n. By Lemma1 (b), G = CG.a/CG.d/ and so

n = |G : CG.a/| = |CG.d/ : CG.d/ ∩ CG.a/|:
Assume thatr divides m and we will derive a contradiction. In this caser does
not divide |CG.d/ : CG.d/ ∩ CG.a/|, and as〈d〉 is a normalr -subgroup ofCG.d/,
then d ∈ CG.d/ ∩ CG.a/ and a ∈ CG.d/. Now, Step 1 yields the contradiction
CG.d/ = CG.a/ and the step is proved.

For the rest of the proof we are fixing twop-regular elementsa andb such that
|aG| = n and|bG| = m. Additionally, by Step 3 we can chooseb to be aq-element
for some primeq 6= p, so thatq does not dividem. We also notice that, in accordance
with Step 2, there exist two types for the structure ofCG.b/, but if the first one occurs,
then actuallyCG.b/ = PbQb × L, with Qb ∈ Sylp.CG.b//, becauseb is a noncentral
q-element.

In the following steps we are going to make use of the subgroupM defined
in Theorem3 as well as of the notation and conclusions in that theorem without
mentioning them. Recall thatM is the subgroup generated by all the conjugacy
classes in Con.Gp′/ whose size is coprime tom. Notice that certainlyZ.G/p′ < M .

Step 4.We can assume thata is aq′-element.
Since.|aG|;m/ = 1, thena ∈ M , or more precisely,a ∈ Mp′ − Z.G/p′ . Write

a = aqaq′ , whereaq and aq′ are theq-part and theq′-part of a, respectively, and
notice that ifaq =∈ Z.G/ thenq ∈ ³.Mp′=Z.G/p′/ ⊆ ³.m/, a contradiction. Thus
aq ∈ Z.G/ andCG.a/ = CG.aq′/, so we can replacea by aq′ to assume thata is a
q′-element.

Step 5.CG.a/q = Z.G/q.
Suppose that there exists some noncentralq-elementy ∈ CG.a/. By Step 4,a andy
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have coprime orders, soCG.ay/ = CG.a/ ∩ CG.y/ ⊆ CG.a/. The maximality ofn
implies thatCG.ay/ = CG.a/, whenceCG.a/ ⊆ CG.y/. Consequently,.|yG|;m/ = 1
and theny ∈ Mp′ − Z.G/p′ , which implies the contradictionq ∈ ³.Mp′=Z.G/p′/ ⊆
³.m/.

Step 6..CG.a/ ∩ CG.b//p′ = Z.G/p′ .
Assume that there exists some noncentralp-regular x ∈ CG.a/ ∩ CG.b/. By

considering Step 2, we have two possibilities describing the structure ofCG.b/.
Suppose first thatCG.b/ = Pb × Lb, with Lb abelian. Thenx ∈ Lb and, by applying
Step 1, we getCG.b/ = CG.x/. Therefore,a ∈ CG.b/, whenceCG.b/ ⊆ CG.a/, a
contradiction. In this case the step is proved.

Suppose now thatCG.b/ = PbQb × L with L ≤ Z.G/. Sincex is a p′-element in
CG.b/, we can clearly factorx = xqxq′, where theq′-partxq′ ∈ Z.G/and consequently
xq =∈ Z.G/. But observe thatxq centralizesa, a contradiction to Step 5.

Step 7.For any noncentralq-elementx ∈ G it holds|xG| = m.
As q is not a divisor ofm, we can assume without loss of generality thatx ∈

Q − Z.G/q for some Sylowq-subgroupQ of G contained inCG.b/.
We distinguish the two possibilities forCG.b/, provided by Step 2. IfCG.b/ =

Pb × Lb, with Lb abelian, thenx ∈ Lb. Sincex =∈ Z.G/, by Step 1 we obtain
CG.x/ = CG.b/, so|xG| = m and this case is finished.

Therefore, for the rest of the proof of this step we will assume thatCG.b/ =
Pb Q × L, with L ≤ Z.G/, and we also know thatn = |G : CG.a/| is aq-power. On
the other hand, we know thatMp′ is abelian andZ.G/q ⊆ Mp′ ⊆ CG.a/, and taking
into account Step 5, we can writeMp′ = S× Z.G/q, whereq does not divide|S|.
Notice that〈x〉 acts coprimely on the abelian subgroupS, so S can be factorized by
coprime action properties

S = [S; 〈x〉] × CS.x/:

Denote byU = [S; 〈x〉]. Observe thata ∈ S and factora = uw with u ∈ U and
w ∈ CS.x/. Consider the elementg = xw and, sincew is a noncentralq′-element
centralizingx, then

CG.g/ = CG.x/ ∩ CG.w/ ⊆ CG.x/:

If q is not a divisor of|xG|, then .|xG|;n/ = 1. Consequently,|xG| = m by
Lemma2 (b) and the proof is finished. Therefore, we can assume thatq does divide
|xG|, whenceq divides |gG| and, in particular,|gG| 6= m. Now, if |gG| = n then
g ∈ Mp′, but this implies thatx ∈ Mp′ ∩ Q ⊆ CG.a/ ∩ Q = Z.G/q by Step 5, which
is a contradiction. Thus, from the maximality ofm andn we deduce that|gG| < n
and we will show that this fact provides a contradiction too. Observe that

|SQ: CS Q.g/| ≤ |gG| < n = |G : CG.a/| = |Q : CG.a/ ∩ Q| = |Q : Z.G/q|:(1)
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Moreover, sinceSE G, S is abelian,S∩ Q = 1, andS ⊆ CG.w/ we have

CS Q.g/ = CS Q.w/ ∩ CS Q.x/ = SCQ.w/ ∩ CS.x/CQ.x/(2)

= CS.x/[SCQ.w/ ∩ CQ.x/] = CS.x/[CQ.w/ ∩ CQ.x/]:

We denote byD = CQ.w/ ∩ CQ.x/. By combining (1) and (2), we obtain

|Q|
|Z.G/q| >

|S||Q|
|CS.x/||D| :

This implies that|D : Z.G/q| > |S : CS.x/| = |U |.
On the other hand, asD ⊆ CG.x/ and S is normal inG, then D acts onU by

conjugation and we claim thatCD.u/ = Z.G/q. If l ∈ CD.u/, sinceD ⊆ CQ.w/,
thenl ∈ CG.a/∩ Q = Z.G/q by Step 5. The other containment is trivial, so the claim
is proved. We conclude that

|D : CD.u/| = |D : Z.G/q| > |U |;

that is, the size of the orbit ofu under the action ofD is greater than|U |, which is a
contradiction.

Step 8.If d andt are two noncentralp-regular elements such that|tG| 6= m = |dG|,
then.CG.d/ ∩ CG.t//p′ = Z.G/p′ and |tG| = n. Consequently, the onlyp-regular
conjugacy class lengths ofG are{1;n;m}.

To prove the first equality we distinguish again the two cases provided by Step 2 for
CG.d/. Suppose first thatCG.d/ = Pd × Ld with Ld ≤ Z.CG.d//, and suppose that
there exists a noncentralp-regular elementy ∈ CG.d/ ∩ CG.t/. As y ∈ Z.CG.d//
but y is noncentral, we deduce, by Step 1, thatCG.y/ = CG.d/. Thus t ∈ CG.d/
so, in particular,t ∈ Z.CG.d// andCG.t/ = CG.d/ again by Step 1, contradicting
our hypotheses. Therefore, in this case the equality.CG.d/ ∩ CG.t//p′ = Z.G/p′ is
proved.

Now we assume thatCG.d/ = Pd Qd × L, with L ≤ Z.G/ (note that here we are
applying the second part of Step 2, for ifCG.d/ has the first type structure given in that
step, thenCG.b/ has the same structure, so the primeq is fixed). In this case we also
know thatn is aq-number. We prove first thatt can be assumed to be aq′-element.
Let tq be theq-part of t and notice thatCG.t/ ⊆ CG.tq/ ⊆ G. If tq =∈ Z.G/, by
Step 7 we get|tG

q | = m, and accordingly|tG| = m, against the hypothesis of this step.
Therefore,tq ∈ Z.G/, soCG.t/ = CG.tq′/, wheretq′ is theq-part of t , and thus there
is no loss if we assume thatt is aq′-element, as wanted.

Now, suppose that there exists some noncentralp-regulary ∈ CG.d/ ∩ CG.t/ and
factory = yq yq′ , whereyq andyq′ are theq-part and theq′-part of y, respectively. In
view of the structure ofCG.d/, it is clear thatyq′ ∈ Z.G/, so yq =∈ Z.G/. Again by
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Step 7, we get|yG
q | = m. Moreover,

CG.ty/ = CG.tyq/ = CG.t/ ∩ CG.yq/ ⊆ CG.yq/

and the maximality ofm implies that |.ty/G| = m. As CG.ty/ ⊆ CG.t/ then
.|tG|;n/ = 1, and by Lemma2 (b), we obtain the contradiction|tG| = m. Thus,
we also conclude in this case that.CG.d/ ∩ CG.t//p′ = Z.G/p′ .

We show finally that|tG| = n. Notice that

|tG| = |G : CG.t/| ≥ |CG.d/ : CG.d/ ∩ CG.t/| ≥ |CG.d/ : Z.G/|p′ :

On the other hand, by applying the above property toa andd, we have.CG.d/ ∩
CG.a//p′ = Z.G/p′ . In addition,CG.a/CG.d/ = G by Lemma1 (b), and sincen is a
p′-number, we obtain

n = |G : CG.a/| = |CG.d/ : CG.d/ ∩ CG.a/| = |CG.d/ : Z.G/|p′ :

Therefore,|tG| ≤ n, and since|tG| 6= m, we conclude that|tG| = n and the step is
proved.

Step 9.CG.a/p′ = Mp′.
Let K be a p-complement ofCG.a/ and chooseR a Sylowr -subgroup ofCG.a/

with R ⊆ K for any primer 6= p. If R ≤ Z.G/ we certainly haveR ⊆ Mp′. We can
assume thatR is noncentral, so thatr divides|K : Z.G/p′ |. Step 6 and the fact that
G = CG.a/CG.b/ imply that

|K : Z.G/p′ | = |CG.a/ : CG.a/ ∩ CG.b/|p′ = |G : CG.b/|p′ = mp′ :

Consequently,r dividesm. Now, for anyy ∈ R we have|yG| 6= m by Step 3, so
|yG| = n or 1 in view of Step 8. By definition ofM , it follows thaty ∈ Mp′ and thus
R ⊆ Mp′. Consequently,K ⊆ Mp′ and the other containment is obvious.

Step 10.G is solvable and anyp-complement ofG is quasi-Frobenius with abelian
kernel and complement. Furthermore, the conjugacy class sizes of anyp-complement
of G are{1;n;mp′ }.

Let H be ap-complement ofG. First we are going to prove that, up to conjugacy,
H = Mp′ T whereT is a p-complement ofCG.b/, and thatT is abelian.

In accordance with Step 2, we assume first thatCG.b/ = Pb × Lb, with Lb abelian.
The fact thatG = CG.a/CG.b/ together with Step 9 implies thatMp′ Lb is a p-
complement ofG satisfying the above stated conditions. In particular, notice that
G=Mp′ is the product of two nilpotent groups, and this forcesG to be solvable by
applying Kegel-Wielandt’s theorem.

We can assume then thatCG.b/ = Pb Qb × L, with L ≤ Z.G/, so L ≤ Mp′ . As
above, it is clear thatMp′ Qb is a p-complement ofG, so we only have to show thatQb
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is abelian. To see this, we will check the hypotheses of Lemma5. For any noncentral
x ∈ Qb, we know by Step 8 that|xG| = m, which is aq′-number. On the other hand,
G=Mp′ is a {p;q}-group andMp′ is abelian, soG is solvable too. Therefore, we can
apply Lemma5 with ³ = {q} to conclude thatQb is abelian, and we also get the
required structure forH .

In order to show thatH is quasi-Frobenius, we first prove thatZ.H / = Z.G/p′ .
Certainly,Z.G/p′ ⊆ Z.H /. Conversely, suppose thatx ∈ Z.H / and notice that|xG|
is a p-power. By Step 8, we know that|xG| ∈ {1;n;m}, but the two last possibilities
cannot happen sincen is not divisible byp andm is not a p-power by Theorem3.
Hence,x ∈ Z.G/ and the equality holds.

SinceMp′ ⊆ CG.a/ it follows, by applying Step 6, thatMp′ ∩ T = Z.G/p′ . Now,
we denote byT = T=Z.G/p′ and byMp′ = Mp′=Z.G/p′, and in general we will use
bars to work inG=Z.G/p′ . We will show that.|T |; |Mp′|/ = 1. To see this, we apply
the definition ofT , the fact thatG = CG.a/CG.b/ and Step 6 to obtain

|T| = |CG.b/ : Z.G/|p′ = |CG.b/|p′=|CG.a/ ∩ CG.b/|p′

= |G : CG.a/|p′ = np′ = n

and analogously, but now using Step 9, we deduce that

|Mp′ | = |CG.a/ : Z.G/|p′ = |CG.a/|p′=|CG.a/ ∩ CG.b/|p′

= |G : CG.b/|p′ = mp′ :

Accordingly.|T |; |Mp′ |/ = 1, as required.
In order to prove thatH=Z.G/p′ is a Frobenius group (with kernelMp′ and comple-

mentT), we will show thatCT .ḡ/ = 1 for all 1 6= ḡ ∈ Mp′ . Suppose on the contrary
that 1 6= t̄ ∈ CT.ḡ/, for some 16= ḡ ∈ Mp′, and we will provide a contradiction.
Since we have.o.t̄ /;o.ḡ// = 1, then.gt/o.ḡ/ = t̄ o.ḡ/ 6= 1. Hence,

.gt/o.ḡ/ = t̄ o.ḡ/ ∈ CG.t/ ∩ CG.gt/ = CG.t/ ∩ CG.gt/ = CG.g/ ∩ CG.t/;

so, in particular,CG.g/ ∩ CG.t/ contains a noncentralp-regular element.
If we show that.CG.g/∩CG.t//p′ = Z.G/p′ , we will get the desired contradiction.

As T ∩ Mp′ = 1 andt =∈ Z.G/ thent =∈ Mp′, and consequently|tG| = m by applying
Step 8. On the other hand, we haveMp′ ⊆ CG.g/ and |G : Mp′ | = pkn, for some
natural numberk from Step 9. This implies that|gG| divides pkn, but |gG| ∈ {n;m}
by Step 8, andm is not ap-power by Theorem3. We conclude that|gG| = n and, by
Step 8, the equality.CG.g/ ∩ CG.t//p′ = Z.G/p′ holds.

Thus, we have shown thatH is quasi-Frobenius. Furthermore, the kernel ofH is
Mp′ , which is abelian, and a complement ofH , T , is abelian too (this has been proved
at the beginning of this step).
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Finally, it remains to prove the last assertion in the statement of this step. It is easy
to see that in a quasi-Frobenius groupH with abelian kernel and complement, the
conjugacy class sizes are exactly{1;n1;m1}, n1 andm1 being the orders of the kernel
and a complement ofH , respectively. Since we have shown formerly that these orders
aren andmp′, the proof is finished.

PROOF OFCOROLLARY B. If p does not dividen, then the result is immediate from
TheoremA. We may assume then thatp dividesn and consequently, thatp is not
a divisor of m. In this case, [1, Theorem 5] asserts thatG is p-nilpotent and the
p-complement is quasi-Frobenius with abelian kernel and complement. In particular,
it also follows thatG is solvable.

Let H E G be thep-complement ofG. For anyx ∈ H we have

|xG| = |G : CG.x/| = |G : CG.x/H ||H : CH .x/|;
so |H : CH.x/| = |xG|p′ . It certainly follows that{1;np′;m} is the set of conjugacy
class sizes ofH .

REMARK. Corollary B has been proved conditioning on whetherp divides n or
not. Whenp dividesn, then the result is obtained from [1, Theorem 5], but actually
the fact that ap-complement is quasi-Frobenius follows from thatG has normalp-
complement (see [1, Proposition 3]). We want to illustrate by an example that ifp
dividesm, under the same hypotheses of CorollaryB, thenG need not bep-nilpotent.
Let G be the dihedral group of order 2pq wherep andq are two distinct odd primes.
Then thep-regular class sizes ofG are{1;2; pq}, whereasG does not possess normal
p-complement.

4. TheoremsC and D

TheoremsC andD describe the structure ofG when we impose certain arithmetical
conditions on the set of thep-regular class sizes in two particular cases. In the proof
of TheoremC, we will also make use of the next two results. The first one extends a
theorem of Ito describing groups with exactly two conjugacy class lengths.

THEOREM 6. Suppose thatG is a p-solvable group and that{1;m} are the p-
regular conjugacy class sizes ofG. Thenm = paqb, with q a prime distinct from
p and a;b ≥ 0. If b = 0, then G has abelianp-complement. Ifb 6= 0, then
G = P Q × A, with P ∈ Sylp.G/, Q ∈ Sylq.G/ and A ≤ Z.G/. Furthermore, if
a = 0, thenG = P × Q × A.

PROOF. See [2, Theorem A].
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The following determines the structure of thosep-solvable groups whosep-regular
class sizes arep′-numbers.

LEMMA 7. Suppose thatG is a p-solvable group and thatp is not a divisor of
the lengths ofp-regular conjugacy classes. ThenG = P × H , whereP is a Sylow
p-subgroup andH is a p-complement ofG.

PROOF. See for instance [1, Proposition 2].

Now we are able to prove TheoremsC andD.

PROOF OFTHEOREM C. If r = 0, then the structure ofG is given by Theorem6
and thus we obtain cases (a) and (b).

If r = 1, then the first assertion in (c) follows from CorollaryB. The second
assertion in (c) is obtained by applying [1, Theorem 5] and Lemma7. Suppose then
that r ≥ 2. Since.n + r;n + r − 1/ = 1, we can apply Lemma2 (b) to obtain that
n + r is the only p-regular class size greater than 1 which is coprime ton + r − 1.
Sincen > 1, this is a contradiction with the fact that 16= n + r − 2 is coprime to
n + r − 1.

We want to remark that [4, Theorem 2] describes the structure of those groups
whose noncentral conjugacy class sizes are consecutive numbers. However, its proof
can be considerably simplified by following the same arguments as in the proof of
TheoremC, taking into account that Lemma2 can be applied for ordinary conjugacy
classes.

PROOF OFTHEOREM D. It is easy to see that ifG is as described in the conclusions
of the theorem, then the lengths of all classes in Con.Gp′/ are prime powers and these
powers are exactly as indicated in each one of the cases. Note that for case (a), it
suffices to apply Lemma5 in the converse direction with³ = {p}′.

Conversely, suppose that anyp-regular class length is a prime power. We first
notice that such a groupG is solvable. To prove this, it is sufficient to use induction
on |G| and Burnside’s Theorem which establishes the non-existence of prime power
size classes in a nonabelian simple group.

Assume now that the size of every class in Con.Gp′/ is a power ofp. This implies
thatG has abelianp-complements by Lemma5.

Suppose now that the size of every conjugacy class of Con.Gp′/ is a power of
some primeq, distinct from p. By Lemma7, we haveG = P × H , with H a
p-complement ofG. Then every noncentral class length ofH is a q-power. It is
well known (see for instance [6, Proposition 4]) that if a primer does not divide any
conjugacy class size ofH , thenH has a central Sylowr -subgroup. Therefore, for any
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primer 6= q andR ∈ Sylr .H / we haveR ≤ Z.H /. As G = P × H , we obtain that
R ≤ Z.G/. Therefore,G is nilpotent with at most two nonabelian Sylow subgroups
(for the primesp andq).

Finally, we assume that there exist at least two distinct prime divisors of thep-
regular class sizes. By [1, Theorem 1], we deduce that there must be exactly two
distinct primes, sayq andr . Although q or r could initially be equal top, notice
that by Theorem3 the maximalp-regular class size is not ap-power and thus, by
[1, Theorem 5],G is p-nilpotent and thep-complementH of G is a quasi-Frobenius
group with abelian kernel and complement. In such a group the noncentral conjugacy
class sizes are exactly two coprime numbers. Moreover, since any conjugacy class
size inH divides somep-regular conjugacy class size inG, it follows that the set of
the conjugacy class sizes ofH is {1; r t;qs}, wheret ands are positive integers. Also,
q andr must be distinct fromp, sinceH is a p′-group. Therefore,p does not divide
any p-regular class size ofG, so by Lemma7, we obtainG = P × H . Consequently,
it follows that{1; r t;qs} is also the set of thep-regular class sizes ofG.
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